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Take Back 

The Power Of
 Your Body

It doesn't get easier 

It gets better

 DESTINY TUNING

S A S  E D W A R D S



 

 

First of all, think about how you want to feel

without cancer pending over you.

 

 Give a name to that feeling:

 

 

 

Separate that feeling into 3 ingredients:

ex. if the feeling you have identified is LOVE, 

 

What are the 3 ingredients which make love?

LOVE = 

1. Respect

2. Food

3. Laughter
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OBJECTIVE: RELEASE

ex. Complete? Whole? Love?

https://youtu.be/JoOE6fppXD0


Place* 3 objects before you (real or imaginary).

 Each object represents one of the three

ingredients that you will consume and will help

your cancer.

*Make sure these objects are consumable:
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PART 1

ex. Glass of water, Apple, Vapor inhaler

https://youtu.be/JoOE6fppXD0
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Water

Air

Apple



1. Very thoughtfully, view that glass of water as if

it were life saving and while you drink it, 

feel the 1st ingredient (respect) fill your lungs

and feel it pass through your blood stream right

into all your joints.

 

 Where does it tingle the most?

Focus on the area where your body is impacted

with cancer.

 

 How does consuming that ingredient change the

taste on your pallet and thus your body ?

 

 

PART 2
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_jjRAhEyfQ&feature=youtu.be


2. Very thoughtfully, look at the food in front of

you and see if as the fruit of life!

 Slowly consume it as if your life depended on it.

 Masticate it and keep in mind the symbolic

ingredient that you are consuming.

 How does it heal your body? 

Focus on the area where your body is impacted

with cancer.

Where does it resonate in your body?

PART 3
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRRbUSVIvmE&feature=youtu.be


3. Take the last ingredient and slowly

inhale/consume it.

 

 Feel your lungs fill-up with this symbolic

ingredient.

 

Focus on the area where your body is impacted

with cancer.

 

 Feel your eyes become awakened as you start to

see things differently.

 

 Feel the oxygen flow to your head and your

thoughts start to become clearer.

PART 4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqQfaUjrzL0&feature=youtu.be


Now that you have the 3 ingredients together

inside your body, how does it make you feel? 

 

Where do you locate this ‘feeling’ you wanted to

have at the beginning of the exercise? 

 

How has it changed and transformed your 

view of your cancer?

 

What does it make you want to do?

 

Write a list of 3 immediate things you are going

to put into place following this exercise.
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1.
 

2.

3.

Action Steps

SURVIVORS




